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ABSTRACT 

STRETCH ACTIVATION DURING FATIGUE IMPROVES RELATIVE 

FORCE PRODUCTION IN FAST-CONTRACTING MOUSE SKELETAL MUSCLE 

FIBERS 

FEBRUARY 2023 

PHILIP C. WOODS, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

Directed by: Professor Mark S. Miller. 

Stretch activation (FSA) is the delayed increase in fiber specific tension (force per 

cross-sectional area) following a rapid stretch and can improve muscle performance 

during repetitive cyclical contractions. Historically considered minimal in skeletal 

muscle, our recent work showed the ratio of stretch- to calcium-activated specific tension 

(FSA/F0) increased from 10 to 40% with greater inorganic phosphate (Pi) levels in soleus 

muscle fibers (Straight et al., 2019). Given Pi increases with muscle fatigue, we 

hypothesize that FSA helps maintain force generation during fatigue. To test this, FSA, 

induced by a stretch of 0.5% fiber length, was examined during Active (pCa 4.5 (pCa = -

log([Ca2+]), pH 7.0, Pi 5 mM), High Ca2+ Fatigue (pCa 4.5, pH 6.2, Pi 30 mM) and Low 

Ca2+ Fatigue (pCa 5.1, pH 6.2, Pi 30 mM) in fibers expressing myosin heavy chain 

(MHC) I, IIA, IIX and IIB isoforms from soleus and extensor digitorum longus muscles 

of C57BL/6NJ mice. F0 of all MHC isoforms decreased from Active to High Ca2+ 

Fatigue to Low Ca2+ Fatigue, as expected. In MHC IIX and IIB fibers, FSA occurred 

under all conditions and FSA/F0 increased from Active (17-20%) to High Ca2+ Fatigue 

(32-35%) to Low Ca2+ Fatigue (42-44%). In MHC IIA fibers, FSA/F0 increased similarly 
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to MHC IIX and IIB fibers from Active (14%) to High Ca2+ Fatigue (32%) but stayed 

elevated under Low Ca2+ Fatigue (35%). For MHC I fibers, no discernable FSA was 

apparent in either High – or  Low Ca2+ Fatigue, leaving an FSA/F0 value in Active only ( 

4%). These results show that FSA is a significant modulator of specific tension production 

under fatiguing conditions in fast-contracting muscle fibers. This mechanism could play 

an important physiological role during cyclical contractions, when the antagonistic 

muscle rapidly stretches the agonist muscle, by reducing the effect of fatigue on specific 

tension production. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Stretch activation (SA), or the delayed increase in specific tension (force 

normalized to cross-sectional area (CSA), mN/mm2) following a rapid stretch of a 

calcium (Ca2+) activated muscle fiber (57, 65, 72, 76, 77), is a mechanical phenomenon 

that is a general property of all muscle (57). Originally discovered in the late 1940’s 

within insects (64), ample evidence has emerged highlighting the magnitude of SA (often 

signified as FSA) and the vital role this delayed specific tension has within insect 

locomotion. Insect flight requires high frequency contractions of their indirect flight 

muscles (IFM), particularly the Dorsal Ventral (DVM) and Dorsal Longitudinal (DLM) 

muscles. To maintain the work required at these higher frequencies, insects evolved to 

adapt SA within the DVM and DLM as their primary mode of power production (77). By 

the 1970’s, SA was observed within cardiac tissue (71) with evidence suggesting FSA aids 

with cardiac output (11, 71–73). Within the same decade SA was observed within 

skeletal muscle (68, 72), however unlike IFM and cardiac tissue skeletal muscle seemed 

to have no apparent physiological use for this phenomenon. Due to skeletal muscles high 

production of Ca2+ activated specific tension (F0)
 and low FSA, minimal investigative 

efforts of SA were put forth into this tissue.  

 Recently, promising data has emerged suggesting that FSA is partially influenced 

by inorganic phosphate (Pi) in slow-contracting skeletal muscle fibers. Within 

Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), modifications of the jump muscle to express a slow-
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contracting embryonic isoform (EMB) saw FSA increase in the presence of moderate 

concentrations of Pi ([Pi]) (90), while expression of a fast-contracting indirect flight 

isoform (IFI) saw no change in FSA with similar [Pi] (91). Furthermore, in single muscle 

fibers from the slow-contracting soleus and the fast-contracting extensor digitorum 

longus (EDL) of female mice, FSA increased in soleus muscle fibers but decreased in EDL 

fibers as Pi increased from low to moderate concentrations (76). Together these findings 

suggest that in the presence of Pi, SA seems to improve specific tension in skeletal 

muscle fibers of slow-contracting muscles.  

Physiologically, this could help to modulate specific tension production in slow-

contracting fibers during fatigue. Skeletal muscle fatigue is defined as the decreased 

ability for muscles to generate force or power due to a reduction in contractile velocity 

and/or specific tension in response to contractile activity (46, 47). During extended 

muscle activity Pi accumulation occurs, which has been shown to inhibit skeletal 

muscle’s ability to produce F0 (47). However, while prolonged skeletal muscle utilization 

does contribute to increases in Pi, Pi is not the only metabolic by-product that 

accumulates during these conditions. Hydrogen ions (H+), measured by a drop in 

intracellular pH, also begin to accumulate within the myoplasm during fatigue (9). 

Declines in intracellular pH have also been shown to inhibit the cross-bridge cycle, 

leading to a decline in F0 (4, 16, 23). Additionally, accumulation of both Pi and H+ have 

been shown to disrupt Ca2+ sensitivity of single muscle fibers (16, 17, 23, 58), and may 

impact Ca2+concentration [Ca2+] of the myoplasm by reducing Ca2+ release from the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (17, 83). Together, disruptions of Ca2+ sensitivity and/or [Ca2+] 

further diminish single muscle fibers’ ability to produce F0. Whether FSA demonstrates a 
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similar response of modulating specific tension in slow-contracting skeletal muscle 

fibers, as observed with increases in FSA in the presence of Pi, within conditions that are 

more representative of in vivo physiology are unknown. Particularly, investigation of the 

response of FSA in conditions of elevated Pi and H+ and decreased [Ca2+] in single 

skeletal muscle fibers are warranted. 

1.2 Study Approach 

The objectives of this study were to: 1) Determine SA’s response during 

simulated conditions of the initial, metabolite induced phase of muscular fatigue (30 mM 

Pi, pH 6.2) and 2) compare the contribution of SA to total specific tension during the 

initial vs secondary, Ca2+ induced (30 mM Pi, pH 6.2, pCa 5.1 (pCa = -log([Ca2+])) 

phases of muscular fatigue in soleus and EDL muscle fibers. Single muscle fibers were 

collected from both the soleus (slow contracting) and EDL (fast contracting) muscles 

from female mice and were exposed to four experimental conditions. Fiber specific 

tension and single fiber mechanical measurements were performed in each experimental 

condition. 

1.3 Aims and Hypothesis 

Aim 1: Quantify FSA during the initial, metabolite induced (Pi = 30 mM, pH = 

6.2) stage of muscular fatigue in mouse soleus and EDL skeletal muscle fibers. 

Hypothesis for Aim 1: FSA will increase during the metabolic induced stage of 

fatigue in soleus (slow contracting) and decrease in EDL (fast contracting) skeletal 

muscle fibers compared to non-fatiguing conditions. 
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Aim 2: Quantify FSA during the secondary, Ca2+ induced (30 mM Pi, pH 6.2, pCa 

5.1) stage of muscular fatigue and compare SA’s potential role in modulating specific 

tension production between initial and secondary phases of muscular fatigue. 

Hypothesis for Aim 2:FSA will decrease in lower [Ca2+] (secondary) fatigue 

conditions compared to the higher [Ca2+] (initial) fatigue conditions for both soleus (slow 

contracting) and EDL (fast contracting) muscle fibers, with soleus fibers’ FSA being 

greater compared to EDL fibers’ FSA in lower [Ca2+] (secondary) fatigue conditions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

This literature review will first provide an overview of SA, including the 

discovery of SA with insect flight morphology. SA within various types of striated 

muscle will follow, with a focus on skeletal muscle. Next, the supported underlying 

mechanism for SA in IFM and cardiac muscle will be examined, as well as a recently 

proposed mechanism within skeletal muscle. Lastly, as this project proposes to examine 

the effects of SA during fatigue, in vivo metabolic changes during skeletal muscle fatigue 

will briefly be discussed. 

2.2 Stretch Activation 

 

2.2.1 Overview 

As depicted in Figure 1, following a rapid length increase (0.5% of muscle length 

(ML)) of a Ca2+ activated muscle, the specific tension transient displays a four-phase 

response: an immediate increase (Phase 1), a rapid decay (Phase 2), a delayed and slower 

secondary increase (Phase 3), and a delayed and slower secondary decay (Phase 4) (24). 

FSA is the greatest magnitude of specific tension that occurs during Phase 3. The timing 

of this peak (often signified as t3, seconds or r3, s
-1) is measured from the initiation of the 

rapid fiber length change to the point in time of the greatest FSA value. While the name 

may suggest muscle activates by stretch alone, stretching relaxed tissue shows no sign of 

enhanced activation and simply behaves like a passive viscoelastic material (57). 
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Figure 1: SA caused by an increase in ML. Length (top), specific tension (middle), and 

time (bottom) traces from a Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) IFM undergoing a 0.5% 

ML increase. The four phases of the tension response are indicated along with F0 and FSA. 

FSA is typically 2-3-fold higher than F0 in fruit fly IFM. Figure modified from (77). 

 

Both FSA and t3 dictate SA’s physiological relevance. In vivo antagonistic muscle 

pairs that undergo oscillatory contractions, in which a contraction of the antagonist 

muscle stretches the agonist muscle, benefits from this mechanical response when the 

delayed increase in specific tension happens to coincide with the agonist muscle 

shortening. This either contributes or enables muscles to produce positive work 

depending on the muscle type (77). While SA is a general property of all muscle (40, 41, 

57, 65, 71, 72), historically this response has been investigated within three cases of 

striated muscle: IFM of insects as well as cardiac tissue and skeletal muscle of mammals. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the stark difference in FSA patterns (Phase 3) between different 
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striated muscle types. IFM, which produces very small F0, depends highly upon its large 

FSA to power wing contractions during flight. Cardiac tissue incorporates both moderate 

F0 and FSA for the process of ejecting blood from the heart and throughout the circulatory 

system. Skeletal muscle produces large F0 but low FSA, and as such this phenomenon has 

often been considered physiologically irrelevant in this tissue. 

 

Figure 2: The amplitude of the stretch activation (3) response across striated muscle. 

Figure modified from (57). 

 

2.2.2 Insect Flight Morphology 

There are two distinct muscular systems that insects have developed 

evolutionarily to help achieve flight, known as direct/synchronous and 

indirect/asynchronous muscles (7). As the name implies, contractions of direct flight 
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muscles directly raises and lowers the wings (57, 64), while contractions of IFM cause a 

deformation of the thoracic cuticle, ultimately leading to wing movement (77). Direct 

flight muscles are often referred to as synchronous due to the 1:1 relationship between 

motor unit action potential and muscle contractions, while IFM often demonstrate no 

strict correlation between electrical and mechanical events and as such are referred as 

asynchronous (42). Figure 3 provides a demonstration of both the neural activity and 

resulting wing motion of the Schistocerca americana locust (synchronous – bottom 

trace), where an EMG spike occurs at the start of each cycle of the wing position, and the 

Cotinus mutabilis beetle (asynchronous – top trace) where one EMG spike causes 

multiple cycles of the wing position to occur. 
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Figure 3: Wing position (top trace in each Beetle and Locust data) and muscle action 

potentials (electromyogram recordings, EMGs) during tethered flight. Action potentials 

from three motor units are evident in the beetle EMG trace. These units are labeled 1–3 in 

order of decreasing size. Each wing stroke of the locust muscle is associated with an 

action potential or a pair of action potentials (an example of a second action potential is 

marked with an arrow). Figure from (42). 

 

During insect flight, many insects beat their wings at an extremely rapid rate, 

ranging anywhere from 100 to 1000 Hz (57). The direct/synchronous muscular system 

can work at these higher frequencies in part due to the development of an extensive 

sarcoplasmic reticulum and narrow myofibril, which allows rapid Ca2+ release and 

reuptake. However unlike the direct/synchronous system, the sarcoplasmic reticulum is a 

minimal component of the indirect/asynchronous system (42), and along with very large 

myofibrils (57) the metabolic cost for pumping Ca2+ in and out of the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum at higher frequencies is too great for insects containing the 

indirect/asynchronous system (42). Instead of cycling Ca2+  into the myoplasm for each 
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contraction, the indirect/asynchronous system of Drosophila and other insects relies 

primarily on SA for specific tension production during flight (33). Indirect/asynchronous 

cyclical contractions operate first via a primed level of stimulation provided by a fixed 

[Ca2+ ] which initiates contraction of the DVM and DLM, the antagonist muscle pair that 

raises and lowers the wings, respectively (10). Once primed, the contraction of one of 

these dorsal muscles will cause the other to stretch, generating FSA.  Repeated cyclical 

contractions generate FSA for both the DVM and DLM, which is then used to power both 

muscles for continuous flight. Asynchronous muscles are only believed to occur in 

insects, with an estimated three-quarters of all insect species using asynchronous flight 

muscles (19, 42). Overall, direct/synchronous insect flight muscles contract similarly to 

mammalian skeletal muscle where [Ca2+] changes with each contraction that is initiated 

by electrical stimulation, while indirect/asynchronous flight muscle have a constant 

[Ca2+] and rely upon SA to produce oscillatory motion. 

2.2.3 Discovery of Stretch Activation 

SA was first discovered within indirect flight muscles of Calliphora (blow fly) 

insects (64). During the mid-20th century researchers were interested in understanding 

indirect flight muscle physiology, specifically the DVM and DLM, since these muscles 

differed considerably in their appearance compared to other insect muscles. Using 

Calliphora flight muscles, Pringle (64) observed a disconnect between the action 

potentials for indirect flight muscles and wing movement, where multiple wing thrusts 

were observed with only a few electrical stimuli (similar to findings of that in Figure 3). 

Traditional skeletal muscle contractions require an individual electrical stimulus for each 

muscle twitch, and this observation within the Calliphora insects led Pringle to 
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hypothesize that the electrical stimulus seemed to prepare the contractile elements to 

respond to the stretch of the antagonist muscle, with the repetition of this process leading 

to oscillatory excitation of the DLM and DVM (64). Similar findings were reproduced 

(67) in several flies and a wasp, however cockroaches and moths demonstrated a 1:1 

relationship between action potential and wing thrust, noting insect flight muscle 

physiology via stretch is not universal between species.   

2.2.4 Cardiac Tissue 

SA within cardiac tissue was observed in papillary and trabecular muscles of 

rabbits and guinea pigs (71), and the first hint of physiological relevance was due to the 

kinetics of SA, specifically t3 matching to mammalian heart rates (71–73). SA is widely 

considered to play a role in aiding myocardial power generation and systolic ejection 

(74). The rhythmic pattern that cardiac muscle displays is analogous to the rhythmic 

contractions observed in the IFM (11) and while the underlying mechanism is still 

undetermined, SA within cardiac tissue is hypothesized to be of similar nature to that 

found within IFM (see 2.3 Proposed Mechanisms of Stretch Activation). 

2.2.5 Skeletal Muscle 

Overview. SA was initially believed to be confined solely to IFM until the 1970s, 

two decades after its first discovery, when a sizeable body of evidence indicated SA was 

a common property of all muscular tissue (72). Investigation into SA within skeletal 

muscle has received the least attention, in part due to the delayed tension response having 

the smallest amplitude compared to IFM and cardiac tissue (Figure 2) (57), which has 

led to the assumption that this phenomenon is of limited importance within this tissue.    
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 Specific investigation of the mechanism within skeletal muscle began with abrupt 

stretches on rabbit psoas and frog semitendinosus muscle bundles in varying 

temperatures and [Ca2+] (68). A similar biphasic response, with an immediate rise and 

fall of specific tension followed by another delayed tension rise was observed in both 

rabbit psoas and frog semitendinosus muscle bundles. However specific tension 

responses to stretching were slower for the frog’s semitendinosus, foreshadowing SA’s 

variability between muscle groups. Furthermore, timing of SA was highly dependent on 

temperature, as t3 shortened as temperatures increased (68). Other early investigations 

implementing muscle length alterations for understanding skeletal muscle mechanisms, 

without directly investigating SA, observed similar patterns of delayed specific tension 

changes in response to lengthening in a variety of tissues including the cicada tymbal 

muscle (1), frog sartorius (38), tortoise ileofibularis muscle (37), frog anterior tibial 

muscle (44), and crayfish fibers (45). SA kinetics within different muscle types was 

examined and compared to maximum unloaded shortening velocity during the 1990s 

(28–31). More recently, FSA within skeletal muscle has received more attention, with 

work initially conducted in the tergal depressor of the trochanter of insects (90, 91) and 

then with lower extremity muscles of female mice (76).      

 Kinetics of Stretch Activation and Fiber Typing. Throughout the last decade of the 

20th century a research group from Germany began to explore the relationship between 

skeletal muscle SA kinetics and fiber types. Led by researcher Dr. Stefan Galler, their 

first publication compared t3 and maximum unloaded shortening velocity (Vmax) to fiber 

types in rat, fish, crayfish and locust skeletal muscle fibers (28). Their goal was to 

determine whether a correlation existed between fiber types and the timing of SA, as 
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prior investigators had difficulties building strong correlations with Vmax and fast fiber 

types (8). Fiber type identification were histochemically defined via their myofibrillar 

adenosine triphosphatase (mATPase) activity, a staining methodology that evaluates fiber 

types based on pH sensitivity (21, 70). T3 was found to be longer in the slower fiber types 

and shorter in the faster independent of species (28). Furthermore, t3 values were always 

significantly different within varying fiber types for each species, while Vmax values 

overlapped for intermediate and higher mATPase active fibers. The authors concluded 

that t3 had a stronger correlation with fiber types than Vmax, however no correlation 

coefficients were provided. Regardless, this study was the first to include an investigation 

of t3 within different fiber types from varying organisms, highlighting the newly 

discovered relationship fiber types had on SA kinetics within skeletal muscle. 

   While ATPase activity is a common classification scheme used in the literature 

to experimentally define fiber types, the methodology’s ability to accurately identify the 

subdivisions of the fast fiber types is a large limitation (66). Myosin heavy chain (MHC) 

identification is another common methodology used for fiber type classification, which 

measures the composition of the heavy meromyosins within a muscle fiber (70). This 

classification system can distinguish between hybrids of the faster isoforms more 

accurately than ATPase, and overall serves as a less subjective method (66). Considering 

the findings with ATPase activity and t3, Galler and colleagues focused their 

investigations on stretch activated kinetics and MHC isoforms, first replicating the 

comparison to Vmax values (30), then to tropomyosin-binding troponin subunits (27), and 

lastly comparing t3 between species (29).  
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 Using skeletal muscle fibers from a male rat, Galler and colleagues noticed a 

similar relationship with t3 and MHC composition to that previously reported with 

ATPase activity (28). T3 values had clear distinctions between MHC isoforms (Figure 4-

A). The authors claimed neighboring MHC isoforms were “statistically different from 

one another” (30), however that statement is severely limited by the use of significance 

being P < 0.1 and hybrid isoforms seemingly overlapping one another. Vmax values did 

demonstrate larger variability between MHC isoforms, with most MHC II values 

overlapping (Figure 4-B). Once again, the authors stated that t3 had a stronger correlation 

with MHC than Vmax, however no correlation coefficients were provided. What is 

apparent is that the variability with t3 values seems to be less compared to Vmax, as 

demonstrated by the error bars in Figure 4. Both findings of less variability with t3 and 

fiber types, including both ATPase identification (28) and MHC isoforms (30) cemented 

the understanding that SA kinetics are influenced by fiber types.   

Figure 4: Kinetic parameters of (A) stretch activation and (B) unloaded shortening 

velocities on single skinned-fiber preparations from an adult male Wistar rat. Muscle 

fibers were collected from the tibialis anterior, gracilis, adductor magnus, vastus lateralis 

and soleus. Figure of Table 1 from (30). 
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However, one potential problem with this interpretation is that isoforms of other 

myofibrillar proteins besides the heavy meromyosin can be coexpressed with MHC 

isoforms and potentially weaken this relationship (27). Characterized by both MHC 

isoform and tropomyosin-binding troponin (TnT) subunit isoforms was a procedure taken 

to examine the possible influence other myofibrillar proteins could have on t3. TnT is the 

most likely candidate for another myofibrillar protein having influence beyond myosin 

due to a multitude of reasons, primarily being that TnT has the second highest molecular 

diversity behind MHC (63). Two slower isoforms (TnT1s, TnT2s) and four faster isoforms 

(TnT1f, TnT2f, TnT3f, TnT4f) were identified from muscle fibers of an adult male rat. 

Examination showed no correlation between the t3 and any of the TnTf isoforms, as fibers 

that did not display TnTf still had a strong relationship between MHC and t3 (27). Data 

from this study were unable to rule out the possible influence TnTs isoform had on t3, 

however it is unlikely that other myofibrillar proteins are responsible for the range in 

kinetics. Overall, this further corroborates the relationship between SA kinetics and MHC 

isoforms. 

When comparing the relationship between MHC isoform and SA kinetics across 

various species, t3 was different between pure MHC I, IIA, IID, and IIB isoforms, as 

expected from previous work (30). Interestingly, MHC I and IIA showed similar t3 values 

between the three species examined (rat, rabbit, and human) (Figure 5). This evidence of 

similar SA kinetics in the same MHC isoform across species is interesting since MHC 

isoform kinetics (36) and ATPase activity (6) are not homogeneous between different 

mammalian species.   
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Figure 5: Kinetics of stretch activation, expressed by the t3 value in rat, rabbit, and 

human muscle fiber types at 22-24°C. Muscle fibers originated from the soleus, tibialis 

anterior, extensor digitorum longus, psoas, gastrocnemius, gracilis, vastus lateralis and 

adductor magnus muscles of the Sprague Dawley rat and from the adductor magnus and 

soleus muscles of a White New Zealand rabbit.  Human muscle fibers from the rectus 

femoris were taken from one of the authors (S.G.) and only displayed MHC I & IIA 

isoforms. Figure of Table 1 from (29). 

   

 Specific Tension of Stretch Activation (FSA) and Inorganic Phosphate (Pi).The 

tergal depressor of the trochanter (TDT), or more commonly known as the jump muscle, 

is the second commonly used thoracic muscle from Drosophila in muscle investigation 

besides the IFM due to both muscles straightforward ability to undergo gene mutation 

(77, 80). As the name implies, this muscle powers the act of jumping, which for 

Drosophila typically happens immediately before flight. Structurally different than IFM, 

the jump muscle is thought to be synchronous and behaves more similar to skeletal 

muscle with activation due to intracellular Ca2+ rather than SA (61, 77). 

 In hopes of developing an understanding of the molecular basis of SA, Zhao & 

Swank developed two experimental conditions in which they genetically modified the 
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MHC isoform of the jump muscle. One modification was made to express a slow-

contracting EMB isoform (90) and the other with the fast-contracting IFI (91). For each 

genetic modification, FSA was compared at 0-, 8-, and 16 mM Pi. Expression of the 

slower EMB isoform decreased r3 at both 8- and 16-mM Pi compared to control (Figure 

6A), which is the same as saying t3 increased with the expression of the slower EMB 

isoform, as the rate of Phase 3 is 1/t3. This finding of altered Phase 3 timings with 

changes in MHC expression is unsurprising with MHC isoform’s influence on kinetics as 

previously described (27–30), however what was surprising was the change in FSA. In its 

natural isoform the jump muscle displays little FSA (Figure 6B-control). However, when 

modified to express the slower EMB isoform the jump muscle experienced an 2.6-fold 

increase in FSA at 8 and 16 mM Pi compared to 0 mM Pi (Figure 6B-EMB), allowing the 

fiber to produce positive work and power (90). Expression of the faster IFM isoform saw 

no change in FSA at either 8 or 16 mM Pi compared to 0 mM Pi (Figure 6C) (91). FSA 

was 1.7-fold higher for the IFM isoform compared to the native isoform (control) at 16 

mM Pi, however that was the result of FSA declining in the native isoform and staying 

unchanged in the IFM isoform at higher [Pi] (Figure 6C). These findings suggest two 

conclusions: 1) FSA can be influenced by phosphate, as seen with the 2.6-fold increase at 

8 and 16 mM Pi for the EMB expressing jump muscle (90) and, 2) FSA, along with t3 

seems to fiber-type specific, as FSA seem to respond in slower isoforms (EMB) (90) but 

stay relatively unchanged for the fast isoform (IFM) (91) in the presence of Pi.   
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Figure 6: Influence of inorganic phosphate (Pi) on (A) rate of stretch activated specific 

tension regeneration, r3 and stretch activation specific tension (FSA) of (B) EMB fibers 

(90) and (C)indirect flight isoform fibers (red) (91) compared to control jump muscle 

fibers (black). For (C), #P <0.05 compared with control and *P < 0.05 compared with 0 

mM Pi. 

 

 One of the key features of the last two articles that allowed researchers to notice 

differences in FSA between two distinct isoform expressions of the jump muscle was the 

presence of Pi. This outcome suggests that slower isoforms may benefit from SA during 

the presence of Pi. To experimentally investigate this hypothesis within skeletal muscle, 

Straight and colleagues compared FSA values in varying [Pi] in soleus and EDL skeletal 

muscle fibers from female mice (76). F0 and FSA values were measured in [Pi] ranging 

from 2 – 16 mM. As expected, fibers from both muscle groups demonstrated similar 

losses to F0 as [Pi] increased (see Figure 7B). However, fibers from the two muscles 
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responded differently to stretch, as FSA declined in EDL but increased in soleus muscle 

fibers as [Pi] increased (Figure 7A). FSA/F0, or stretch activated specific tension divided 

by calcium activated isometric tension, is a ratio that normalizes FSA to F0 and allows for 

comparison of the amount of FSA generated to the total F0 generated at any given [Pi]. For 

the faster contracting EDL muscle fibers, since both F0 and FSA decreased, FSA/F0 stayed 

relatively unchanged, ranging from 15% at 0 mM to 19% at 16 mM Pi. Soleus muscle 

fibers on the other hand experienced a 30% increase in FSA/F0, going from 10% at 0 mM 

to 40% at 16 mM (Figure 7C).  
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Figure 7: A: stretch activated specific tension, FSA, increased for the slow-contracting 

soleus fibers, but decreased for the fast-contracting extensor digitorum longus (EDL) 

fibers with increasing Pi concentration ([Pi]). B: calcium activated isometric specific 

tension, F0, decreased with increasing [Pi] for both soleus and EDL fibers. C: stretch 

activated specific tension, FSA, normalized to calcium activated isometric specific 

tension, F0. All values are means ± SE; n = 17 soleus fibers; n = 19 EDL fibers. *P < 0.05 

compared with EDL at the same [Pi]. Figure from (76). 
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Clearly, soleus and EDL muscle fibers demonstrate opposite trends in response to 

[Pi], which is quite interesting considering Pi’s known ability to inhibit specific tension 

generation. The authors conclude by stating the opposite trends observed provide 

evidence for “…a physiological reason for stretch activation in skeletal muscle fibers...” 

(76) suggesting SA may be relevant during muscular fatigue within certain muscle fibers, 

as Pi is a metabolic by-product of myosin-actin interactions and increases during 

muscular fatigue. However, there are limitations with this investigation that need to be 

addressed. Experiments were conducted at 17°C, which is not representative of in-vivo 

temperatures. The solutions used were designed for Drosophila physiology so results 

could be compared to Zhao and Swank’s findings (90, 91), however using solutions 

designed for mammalian physiology could have an unknown influence on SA. Lastly, 

muscle fibers were identified solely based on their origin (i.e., soleus or EDL muscle) and 

lacked any fiber type classification (ATPase or MHC staining). Mouse soleus muscle is 

primarily composed of MHC I (37.42 ± 8.20%) and MHC IIA (38.62 ± 6.81%) isoforms 

while the EDL muscle is predominately MHC IIDB (21.48 ± 7.33%) and MHC IIB 

(66.01 ± 8.51%) (5). Whether the observed increase in FSA at higher [Pi] is being driven 

by MHC I, IIA, or both is unclear. Future research addressing these issues, as well as 

incorporating major components of muscular fatigue, is warranted to determine if there is 

a physiological relevance for SA within skeletal muscle.      

2.2.6 Shortening Deactivation 

The opposite phenomenon to SA is shortening deactivation (SD), a delayed 

decrease in specific tension following muscle shortening (43, 51). When an Ca2+ 

activated muscle is shortened rapidly there will follow a similar but inverse four-phase 
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transient response (Figure 8). Similarly, the amplitude (FSD) and timing (SD rate) of SD 

are measured. Physiologically this response may improve muscle relaxation, allowing the 

agonist muscle to relax quickly enough to not impede specific tension production for the 

antagonist muscle (51).   

 

Figure 8: Representative shortening deactivation tension traces from Drosophila IFM 

(blue), Drosophila jump muscle (green), and Lethocerus IFM (red). Isometric tension 

levels (F0) were all set to 0 mM to enable comparisons.  Dashed lines indicate where 

phase 3 amplitudes of shortening deactivation (FSD) were measured for each muscle type. 

Figure from (51). 

 

Both SA and SD have been hypothesized to work together during cyclical 

contractions to improve net muscle specific tension and power production, however 

unlike SA there is a severe lack of information about SD. In measuring power output 

from a Cotinus mutabilis (beetle) IFM, increases in temperature from 25°C to 40°C were 

shown to increase rates of both SA and SD (43). Two distinct research groups had 

experimental protocols that included both muscle stretching (SA) and shortening (SD) in 
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different [Ca2+], one in Lethocerus (49)  and the other in both Lethocerus and Drosophila 

(33), however both articles focused their attention on the effects [Ca2+] had on FSA, 

leaving FSD unexamined. SD of cardiac tissue is believed to benefit contractions (78) 

however no direct investigation has provided insight, and to our knowledge there are no 

studies regarding skeletal muscle. As for now, SD is theorized to work alongside SA and 

benefit power production, yet more evidence is needed.  

2.3 Proposed Mechanisms of Stretch Activation 

 

2.3.1 Early Work 

Over the 40+ years of investigation into SA many theoretical models have been 

proposed for the underlying mechanisms including the thin filament lattice-matching 

model (88), connecting filament (titin) stretch model (26, 35), filament compliance 

involving realignment of myosin-binding sites (14, 52), myosin regulatory light chain 

phosphorylation (18), interacting heads motif (39), and the myosin isoform kinetic model 

(79). Out of these, the thin filament troponin-bridges model has grown in popularity and 

is currently considered the accepted model for IFM and cardiac tissue. However, with the 

addition of evidence suggesting a myosin-based mechanism in skeletal muscle, the 

underlying components of SA may be muscle-type dependent. 

2.3.2 Current Supported Hypothesis 

Currently the most accepted hypothesis for the underlying mechanism of SA 

within IFM and cardiac tissue is the thin filament-based mechanism. This method relies 

on “troponin-bridges”, in which myosin heads can bind to the thin-filament regulatory 

protein troponin (10, 62). Typically, in the absence of Ca2+, the tropomyosin-troponin 

complex formation blocks the binding site of myosin on the actin molecule. In 
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mammalian skeletal muscle, contractions are dictated by Ca2+ release into the myoplasm 

and their resulting binding to troponin, causing a shape change to the tropomyosin-

troponin complex. By quickly freezing IFM during an isometric contraction,  ~15% of all 

cross-bridges were troponin bridges (89). Evidence that this mechanism contributes to 

IFM’s ability to generate stretch-induced specific tension is provided by Perz-Edwards et 

al., who uses X-ray diffraction to observe Lethocerus (water bug) flight muscle during 

stretch (62). Their working model of troponin bridges is derived from findings of thin-

filament elongation, tilting of myosin heads, structural changes to troponin and narrowing 

of the thick and thin filament during stretching (62). Like myosin, troponin also expresses 

different isoforms, TnC1 and TnC4, which may also have an impact on muscle’s ability 

to generate specific tension via SA. Investigation of both troponin isoforms in Drosophila 

IFM during a Ca2+ activated stretch revealed that only expression of TnC1 resulted in 

muscle fibers generating isometric tension, power, and FSA (20). When expressed with 

the TnC4 isoform, fibers did not generate isometric tension or power, and the typical 

tension transient in response to a stretch was non-existent. This could partially explain the 

difference in FSA values between insects such as Drosophila and Lethocerus insects since 

both species vary in troponin isoforms. 

2.3.3 Potential Myosin-Based Mechanism 

Revisiting the work done by Zhao & Swank, when Drosophila jump muscle was 

exposed to the IFM isoform and FSA was compared to normal IFM FSA, FSA in the 

experimental jump muscle expressing IFM was significantly less than the normal IFM 

(91). These findings show that the IFI does not solely dictate SA properties, and that a 

potential new, undiscovered mechanism must contribute to the phenomenon in skeletal 
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muscle. Now with the supporting evidence with FSA increasing in soleus muscle fibers as 

[Pi] increases (76), a myosin-based mechanism for SA has been proposed. This proposal 

contains two parts: the first is the mechanism that enables muscles to produce moderate 

FSA at higher [Pi] in slower contracting myosin isoforms, such as those that compose the 

soleus muscle. In the presence of Pi, stretching a slower myosin isoform can result with 

some of the cross-bridges in the strongly bound post-power stroke state to bind with Pi 

and reverse back to the weakly bound pre-power stroke state. Increasing the number of 

cross-bridges in the weakly bound state can increase the number of cross-bridges readily 

available to bind with actin and produce force, which contributes to the observed Phase 3 

amplitude. This theory is demonstrated by the green arrow in Figure 9A. The second 

component of this proposed mechanism involves faster myosin isoforms, such as those 

expressed in the EDL, in which the reversal of the post-power stroke state with Pi occurs 

less often. Some myosin within these muscle types may be reversible and follow same 

cross-bridge cycle as the slower myosin isoform (Figure 9A); however, the majority are 

hypothesized to undergo a detachment (purple arrow, Figure 9B) without the reversal 

into the weakly bound pre-power stroke state and must release Pi and adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP) as well as rebind adenosine triphosphate (ATP) before undergoing 

another power stroke. This hypothesis, while backed with compelling data, is novel and 

requires subsequent further examination. 
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Figure 9: Proposed stretch activation mechanisms for mammalian skeletal muscle fibers. 

The standard accepted cross-bridge cycle pathway is shown outlined in blue, while the 

myosin-based proposed pathways for cross-bridges subjected to stretch and Pi are shown 

outlined in green for soleus (A) and purple for extensor digitorum longus (EDL) (B). The 

green-colored lever arm of myosin indicates a pre-power stroke state, while the red lever 

arm indicates a post-power stroke state.  Figure from (76). 

2.4 Skeletal Muscle Fatigue 

 

2.4.1 Overview 

Muscle fatigue is a complex functional characteristic of skeletal muscle, and 

involves several parameters included neurophysiology, intracellular signaling, 

bioenergetics, and molecular mechanics (47). Due to the in-vitro experiments at the 

single fiber level this project is proposing, the approach of this paper will be to focus on 

fatigue at the level of the single myocyte. Therefore, skeletal muscle fatigue is defined as 

the decreased ability for muscles to generate force or power due to a reduction in 

contractile velocity and/or specific tension in response to contractile activity (46, 47). 

Continuous and/or intense muscular activity dictates muscular fatigue, and while both 

neural and contractile elements contribute to contractile interactions, fatigue is primarily 
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thought to be attributed to the processes within the muscle itself (2, 46). Whole-body 

performance is largely due to whole-muscle function, which in turn is due to single 

muscle fiber performance (13, 55). So, in trying to understand how fatigue impacts 

whole-muscle and whole-body performance one must take into consideration the changes 

occurring and the cellular and molecular level. Regarding SA, evidence exists that 

skeletal muscle FSA is influenced to a degree by Pi (76, 90, 91). Furthermore, increases in 

FSA with increasing Pi may be fiber-type specific, as seen with increased FSA values in 

soleus muscle and no change in EDL fibers (76). Due to these recent findings, this 

literature review will briefly focus on muscular fatigue at the molecular and cellular 

levels to understand the adaptations during prolonged contractile activity, as a build-up of 

Pi is a metabolic condition that occurs during repeated muscular contractions. To note, 

this will not be an in-depth review of muscular fatigue; for that we recommend readers 

turn to other work (47).  

2.4.2 Biochemical Changes in-vivo 

During muscle contraction, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is hydrolyzed to form 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and Pi, releasing energy, and in the presence of Ca2+ 

initiating the power stroke. ADP and Pi are by-products of every myosin-actin 

interaction, and in non-fatiguing conditions the body will resynthesize them back to ATP 

to maintain homeostasis. During prolonged muscle contractions ATP demand increases, 

and as the rate of ATP utilization increases so too does the creatine kinase (CK) reaction, 

ultimately leading to a decline in phosphocreatine (PCr) and a rise in Pi (47). Increased 

ATP turnover and anaerobic metabolism also contribute to a build-up of hydrogen ions 

(H+), which is measured by a drop in intracellular pH. While other metabolites such as 
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ADP and reactive oxygen species (ROS) or reactive nitrogen species (RNS) build up 

within the muscle during prolonged contractile activity (12, 16, 84), both Pi and H+ are 

suggested to be the primary mechanisms of muscular fatigue. At the cellular level, both 

Pi and H+ at higher concentrations (30 mM Pi and pH ~ 6.2) have been shown to impact 

the myosin-actin cross-bridge cycle (4, 16, 23). In vivo, both an increase in Pi and H+ 

(signified as a decline in pH) are temporarily correlated with a decline in peak force 

during a fatiguing protocol of the knee extensor groups (Figure 10) (9). 

 

Figure 10: Changes in force, inorganic phosphate (Pi), and H+ (pH) during fatigue. 

Changes in peak force, Pi, and pH over time in the quadriceps muscles in 8 young men 

fatigued with 5 minutes of intermittent maximal isometric single leg knee extensions (3-s 

contraction, 2-s relaxation).  Metabolite concentrations were measured using magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy. Figure modified from (9). 

 

2.4.3 Classifying fatigue into phases 

Both Pi and H+ build-up quickly within the muscle during repeated contractions, 

initially rising within a minute and peaking around 2-3 minutes (Figure 10) (9, 47). 
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Evidence exists that suggests intracellular [Ca2+] declines during fatigue (2, 3, 48, 85), 

which is thought to be related to alterations to the ryanodine receptors (RyR), specific 

channels along the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) that are responsible for the release of 

Ca2+ into the myoplasm (47). Unlike Pi and H+ the negative effects Ca2+ imposes on 

specific tension generation does not seem to appear as early as the other mentioned 

metabolites, as in single fiber experiments declines in [Ca2+] occur in the later stages of 

the contraction period (Figure 11). [Ca2+] actually increases during the early fall in 

specific tension during fatiguing contractions (Figure 11B: a to b) (2, 48). As stimulation 

frequency progresses the decline in specific tension accelerates, which is accompanied by 

a decline in [Ca2+] (Figure 11B: c to d).  
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Figure 11: Records of specific tension and [Ca2+] obtained in a single mouse skeletal 

muscle fiber during a fatigue run. A – Specific tension record where each vertical line 

represents a 350 ms tetanus at 100 Hz. B - [Ca2+] records (measured with indo-1) from 

selected tetani; periods of stimulation are indicated below records. Phase I is the early fall 

of specific tension down to about 85 % maximum, which occurs in 5-10 tetani. Phase II is 

the slower, linear component of decline, which follows Phase I. Phase III is the 

accelerated decline of specific tension, which terminates Phase II. Observe that tetanic 

[Ca2+] increases slightly during Phase I, remains high during Phase II, and falls markedly 

during Phase III.  Figure from (2). 

 

Declines in intracellular [Ca2+] and the metabolic by-product of Pi and H+ 

accumulation work in harmony to further impact cross-bridge function (16, 58), 

particularly by decreasing myofilament sensitivity to Ca2+ (16, 17, 23, 58, 81). Both Pi 

and H+ have been shown to decrease Ca2+ sensitivity, albeit via separate mechanisms. 

Acidosis is believed to decrease the affinity of Ca2+ for its binding sites on troponin (16, 

22, 50, 59, 60), while Pi is thought to decrease overall thin filament activation by directly 

decreasing the number of strongly bound myosin heads at any given moment (15–17, 53). 
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Hence, the large decrements in force production seen during extended muscle 

contractions is thought to be explained by the combination of metabolic by-products, 

reduced free Ca2+ within the myoplasm, and a decrease in the myofilament sensitivity to 

Ca2+.  

As such, the biochemical contributions to muscular fatigue can be classified into 

two phases: an initial, metabolite-induced stage, in which Pi and H+ accumulation due to 

heighted ATP utilization directly impede the cross-bridge cycle, and a second, Ca2+ 

influenced stage, where following Pi and H+ accumulation, declines in both [Ca2+] and 

sensitivity further contribute to the reductions in force production. This classification 

scheme is demonstrated in Figure 12, where the arrows indicate direction of time. The 

decline in maximal force production, primarily due to Pi and H+ is shown by the first 

arrow, while a decline in Ca2+ sensitivity is shown by the rightward shift of arrow 2. The 

dashed line demonstrates the initial rise and resulting fall of the concentration of Ca2+ 

during fatigue. 
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Figure 12. A plot of force versus [Ca2+] summarizing the mechanisms involved in the 

reduction of isometric force in fatigue: (1) reduced maximum force; (2) reduced 

myofibrillar Ca2+ sensitivity; and (3) reduced tetanic [Ca2+]. The normal pattern during 

fatigue is schematically illustrated by the dashed line. The arrow shows the direction of 

time. Figure from (2). 

2.5 Summary 

SA is a mechanical response to a physical stimulus that is present in all muscle. 

Research has existed for the last 7 decades highlighting the amplitude of this 

phenomenon’s importance during insect flight. Drosophila melanogaster and other 

insects have evolved to rely on the repeated stretching of two major muscles, the Dorsal 

Ventral and Dorsal Longitudinal Muscles to produce specific tension required for 

locomotion. Evidence of SA in cardiac tissue seen aiding in blood ejection soon 

followed. Skeletal muscle, as mentioned previously, was discovered to demonstrate this 

response two decades after the initial discovery, and, unlike both IFM and cardiac tissue, 

SA did not have an immediate apparent physiological importance. Kinetics of SA were 

found to be influenced by certain factors such as temperature and fiber type, yet FSA was 
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still miniscule to total force production compared to F0 until recently. New evidence has 

emerged suggesting a potential relevance in skeletal muscle, as seen with FSA increasing 

in soleus muscle fibers in the presence of Pi. The possibility of SA aiding in specific 

tension production for slower contracting muscle fibers in environments of high [Pi] is 

exciting, as the soleus muscle contributes to locomotion in both mice and humans and 

could potentially utilize the delayed tension increase in scenarios of Pi buildup, such as 

muscular fatigue during prolonged locomotion. However, muscular fatigue is a vast and 

complex characteristic of skeletal muscle, and metabolically incorporates more than just 

Pi. Understanding the response of SA within simulated conditions of peripheral fatigue, 

where the major force-inhibiting metabolites such as Pi and H+ as well as these 

metabolites’ influences on [Ca2+] must be accounted for to provide any insight into 

physiological relevance within skeletal muscle. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

This study aimed to investigate the phenomenon of SA, a delayed increase in 

specific tension following a rapid stretch of a Ca2+ activated muscle fiber, during 

simulated in vitro conditions of muscular fatigue to identify whether this phenomenon 

has physiological importance within skeletal muscle. Single muscle fibers were extracted 

from the soleus and EDL muscles from female C57BL/6NJ mice and exposed to three 

distinct experimental conditions: Active (control – pCa 4.5, pH 7, 5 mM Pi, 5 mM ATP), 

High Ca2+ Fatigue (pCa 4.5, pH 6.2, 30 mM Pi, 5 mM ATP), and Low Ca2+ Fatigue (pCa 

5.1, pH 6.2, 30 mM Pi, 5 mM ATP). Within each experimental condition F0, FSA, and t3 

were measured and FSA/F0 was calculated.  

3.2 Mice  

This study used tissue from the soleus and EDL muscles from female C57BL/6NJ 

mice, sacrificed at 8-15 weeks old (~10% of their lifespan). Justification for using female 

mice only is due to no current data suggesting sex-specific differences regarding SA 

within skeletal muscle. The mice used in this investigation also served as the control 

group in Dr. Mager’s experiments, as approved by the University of Massachusetts 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All mice were raised under standard 

housing conditions at room temperature and supplied with breeder’s chow ad libitum. 

3.3 Experimental Preparation 

 

3.3.1. Location 

Dissections of soleus and EDL muscles were performed in Dr. Mager’s 

Veterinary & Animal Sciences Laboratory at the University of Massachusetts Amherst in 
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the Integrated Life Sciences Building, Room 455. Further muscle bundle preparations, 

single fiber preparations and functional analysis measures were completed in the Muscle 

Biology Laboratory at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst in Totman Physical 

Education Building, Room 140E.  

3.3.2. Experimental Apparatus 

A custom built muscle mechanics apparatus was used, as previously described 

(56). Briefly, an aluminum bath plate of 13 wells (∼100 μl each) was made to hold 

experimental solutions and a single large chamber (∼450 μl) for mounting the fiber onto 

the force and linear motor hooks. Once a fiber was mounted in solution, the bath plate 

was lowered, moving the fiber out of the chamber, and slid horizontally within a metal 

trough, underneath the fixed motor and force gauge, allowing the fiber to be moved (~1 

s) between chambers and different solutions. The bathing solutions were maintained at a 

constant temperature by circulating cooling solution through channels milled into the 

chamber walls. The bathing solution assembly is mounted to an inverted microscope 

(Zeiss Invertiscope) with a video camera (BFLY-U3-23S6m-C, Point Grey Research Inc., 

Richmond, British Columbia, CA) and custom video analysis software (69) that enabled 

precise measurements of fiber dimensions and sarcomere length. 

3.3.3 Experimental Solutions  

All solutions used for dissection processing and single fiber experiments were 

calculated using the equations and stability constants according to Godt and Lindley (34), 

as described previously (56). Dissecting solution was 20 mM N,N-bis[2-hydroxyethyl]-2-

aminoethanesulfonic acid (BES), 5 mM ethylene glycol-bis(2-amino-ethylether)-

N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 5 mM MgATP, 1 mM free Mg2+, 1 mM 
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dithiothreitol (DTT) and 0.25 mM Pi with pH 7.0 and at pCa 8.0. Skinning solution was 

170 mM potassium propionate, 10 mM imidazole, 5 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM 

Na2H2ATP and protease inhibitor (Roche) with pH 7.0. Storage solution was identical to 

skinning solution, but with 1 mM sodium azide. Relaxing solution as the same as 

dissecting solution, but with 5 mM Pi, 15 mM creatine phosphate (CP) and 300 µl/ml of 

creatine phosphokinase (CPK). Pre-activating solution was the same as relaxing solution, 

except at an EGTA concentration of 0.5 mM. Active solution was the same as relaxing 

solution, but at pCa 4.5. Relaxing and Active solutions were mixed to achieve different 

pCa concentrations. High Ca2+ Fatigue was the same as Active except with a pH of 6.2 

and a Pi level of 30 mM. Low Ca2+ Fatigue is the same as High Ca2+ Fatigue but with a 

pCa value of 5.1. All solutions were adjusted to an ionic strength of 175 mEq using 

sodium methane sulfate. 

3.3.4. Muscle Tissue Processing 

Muscle tissue processing has been described previously (56), with adaptations for 

rodent tissue. After dissection, soleus and EDL muscles were tied to glass rods and 

placed in skinning solution, a low Ca2+ solution that begins the removal of the muscle 

fibers’ external membrane (86), for 24 hr at 4°C and then stored in storage solution with 

glycerol (50% v/v) at -20°C. Addition of glycerol prevents solution from freezing and 

damaging the fibers as well as creating an osmotic pressure gradient to further 

permeabilize the muscle fibers’ external membrane. All mechanical measurements 

occurred within 4 weeks of the dissection. 
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3.3.5. Preparation of Single Fibers 

Muscle tissue processing has been described previously (56), with adaptations for 

rodent tissue. On the day of the experiment, a section of either the soleus or EDL was 

removed with scissors to create a muscle fiber bundle and placed in a dissecting solution 

with 1% Triton X-100 for 30 minutes at 4°C to remove more of the sarcolemma and 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (75). This stage is often referred to in the lab as “skinning”. After 

initial skinning, the muscle bundle was then transferred to a dish containing dissecting 

solution, cut ~1 mm in length and then manually separated for single muscle fibers using 

forceps. Aluminum T-clips were placed at both ends of the fiber and top and side 

diameters were measured in dissecting solution to estimate the height-to-width ratio. 

Individual muscle fibers with T-clips were then transferred to the skinning dish for a 

second time (dissection solution with 1% v/v Triton X-100) for 30 minutes at 4°C to 

ensure no remnants of the sarcolemma are intact. Once demembranated a second time, all 

prepared muscle fibers were stationed in dissecting solution until ready for experiments.  

3.3.6 Single Fiber Mechanical Measurements 

Calcium-Activated Specific Tension (F0). Single fibers were transferred to the 

experimental apparatus containing relaxing solution at 15°C and mounted to the 

experimental apparatus by sliding the holes in the T-clips over the hooks attached to a 

piezo actuator linear motor (P-841.10, Physik Instrumente, Auburn, MA) and an Akers 

strain gauge (AE-801, SensorOne, Sausalito, CA) (Figure 13). Sarcomere length was 

adjusted to ~2.5 µm with tension baseline recorded, transferred to Pre-activating solution 

(same as relaxing, except EGTA is decreased to 0.5 mM) for 30 seconds, and then 

transferred to Active solution where specific tension was measured at the plateau.  

Reasoning for measuring specific tension at 15°C is two-fold; 1) activation at 15°C 
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prepares the fiber for the higher temperature of 25°C and 2) allows for better visibility of 

sarcomeres (Muscle Biology Lab (MBL), unpublished observations). After initial 

activation, fiber was returned to Relaxing solution where temperature was set to 25°C. 

Sarcomere length was set to 2.65 µm and CSA was determined by measuring the width 

of the fiber on the apparatus’ compound microscope and estimating the height using the 

previously determined height-to-width ratio, which presumes the fiber’s CSA is elliptical. 

The fiber was then slackened completely, force gauge zeroed, then pulled back to its 

original length and allowed to equilibrate for 1 minute. After 1 minute the relaxed 

specific tension was measured and the fiber was transferred to Pre-activating solution 

(same as relaxing, except EGTA is decreased to 0.5 mM) for 30 seconds. At this point, 

fibers were placed into Active solution, maximal F0 measured at its plateau, then placed 

back into Relaxing solution and ready for step analysis.    

 

Figure 13. Sinusoidal analysis rig. Left: 

Magnified view of single muscle fiber with T clipped ends mounted on hooks 

connected to the force gauge (top) and length motor (bottom). Right: Top view of 

sinusoidal analysis rig. Figure from Muscle Biology Lab, UMass Amherst. 
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 Stretch-Activated Specific Tension (FSA) via Trapezoidal Step Length. Step 

experiments have been described previously (76), with modifications made in order to 

investigate SA’s opposite yet symmetrical response, SD. Following maximal F0 at 25°C, 

the fiber was transferred to Relaxing solution and a relaxed specific tension transient was 

collected by stretching the fiber by 0.5% of its optimal muscle length (ML) over a period 

of 4 ms. The fiber was held at this stretched length for 2 s and then returned to its original 

length over a period of 4 ms. This rapid stretch-hold-release pattern is often referred to as 

a “trapezoidal stretch”, as the length trace has a trapezoidal/rectangular pattern. The fiber 

was placed into Pre-activating solution for 30 s, then into Low Ca2+ Fatigue solution and 

specific tension was measured until a plateau was reached. SA was induced by repeating 

the same length step (0.5% over 4 ms, 2-s hold, 4 ms return) in Low Ca2+ Fatigue. The 

fiber was transferred (without returning it to Relaxing solution) from Low Ca2+ to High 

Ca2+ Fatigue to Active, with F0 and resulting step experiment conducted at each 

condition. Following Active, fibers were placed back into Relaxing solution where 

sarcomere length was checked. If sarcomere length was below 2.65 µm, fibers were 

stretched back to 2.65 µm, slacked and the force gauged zeroed, re-lengthened and 

allowed to equilibrate for 1 minute. Relaxed specific tension was re-measured, fiber 

placed into Pre-activating solution for 30 sec, then placed in Active solution where F0 and 

resulting step experiment was conducted for a second time. Reasoning for conducting 

measurements in Active condition twice was to check for fiber run down.  Fibers were 

exposed to experimental solutions from high to low [Pi] so that isometric tension starts 

low and increases throughout the protocol, which in theory should prolong fiber stability. 

To measure fiber stability, specific tension was measured pre- and post-length step in 
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each of the three experimental conditions. At the end of the length-step protocol, specific 

tension and slacked specific tension in Relaxing solution was measured and compared to 

baseline values to control for fiber drift.  

3.3.7 Myosin Heavy Chain Isoform Composition 

Following single fiber mechanical analysis, single fibers were placed in 30 ul 

loading buffer, heated for 2 min at 65°C and stored at -80°C until determination of MHC 

isoform composition by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(SDS-PAGE) to identify fiber types, as previously described (56) with modifications.  

Resolving gel was comprised of 8% acrylamide/bis-30% glycerol (w/v) and gels were run 

at 70 V for 1 hour followed by 275 V for 26 hours. 

3.4 Analysis of Stretch Activation 

Magnitude of Stretch Activation, FSA. FSA was determined post data collection 

using a custom-built Shiny App through R and RStudio (R Core Team, 2021). A single 

force trace from any given experimental condition was loaded into the software, where 

the entire SA response was selected. Once selected, the program would compute a 

running mean of 2 ms over the entire force trace using RcppRoll::rollmeanl and the max 

force value during the selected region would be exported. Max SA force value would 

then be normalized to CSA in Excel to create FSA. This process was repeated for all fibers 

within each of the three experimental conditions.  

 Timing of Stretch Activation, t3. To calculate the time of when SA was occurring, 

the force response was fitted to the sum of three exponential curves (Eq 1), with r2 the 

rate of rapid force decrease that occurs during Phase 2, r3 the rate of delayed increase in 

force that occurs during Phase 3, and r4 the rate of force decay that occurs during Phase 4: 
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F = a2e
(-r2t) +a3[1-e(-r3t)] + a4e

(-r4t)     (1) 

with t3 being determined by taking the inverse of r3. If SA was not visibly apparent, the 

force response was also fitted to the sum of two exponential curves (Eq 2), where only r2 

and r4 was included:  

F = a2e
(-r2t) + a4e

(-r4t)     (2) 

and compared to the fit from Eq 1. If the force trace had a similar and/or better fit using 

Eq 2 over Eq 1, then SA was deemed to not have occurred. 

3.5 Statistics 

Data are expressed as mean ± SE and differences were considered significant at P 

≤ 0.05. As there were multiple observations within the same mouse, main effects were 

determined using a repeated-measures linear mixed model was used, with a random 

effect to account for grouping of observations within mice and a repeated effect to 

account for the between-mice factor (i.e., Active group vs. High Ca2+ Fatigue vs. Low 

Ca2+ Fatigue). Tukey’s post-hoc test was performed to determine pairwise differences 

between the three experimental conditions. All statistical analyses were conducted using 

custom written R scripts (https://github.com/19PWoods/Masters) (R Core Team, 2021).    

3.6 Proof of Concept 

As the SA response has, to my knowledge, not been examined under fatiguing 

conditions, I performed some initial experiments to test some of my hypotheses. 

Trapezoidal length step experiments (as described in Section 3.3.6 Single Fiber 

Mechanical Measurements) were applied to single soleus muscle fibers (n=7) in Active 

(pCa 4.5, pH 7, 5 mM Pi, 5 mM ATP) and Fatigue 6.6 (pCa 6.6, pH 6.2, 30 mM Pi, 5 

mM ATP) conditions, which have been labelled “Active” and “Fatigue” (Figure 14). FSA 
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was selected in both conditions by visual indication of the peak in the secondary specific 

tension increase. In scenarios where Phase 3 was not obvious, FSA was chosen based on 

the time point of Phase 3 in other fibers of the same fiber types. Sinusoidal analysis was 

performed following step experiments to distinguish fiber types as either type I or II, as 

the dip in the viscous modulus, which is related to 2b, has proven to be fairly accurate 

for predicting pure fiber types relative to gel electrophoresis (MBL, unpublished 

observations). All preliminary data shown is composed of type II fibers collected from 

the soleus muscle. 

 Figure 14A shows F0 for both Active and Fatigue conditions. As expected, F0 

was significantly lower (100 ± 12 mN/mm2) in Fatigue compared to Active (204 ± 27 

mN/mm2). FSA was similar for both Active and Fatigue (Figure 14B), FSA/F0 ~20% 

higher in Fatigue (~36%) vs. Active (~16%) conditions (Figure 14C). While these data 

are preliminary, the vast difference in  FSA/F0 observed is similar to that at high Pi (76), 

leaving the expectation of statistical differences being observed between the experimental 

conditions for the trapezoidal step experiments.  
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Figure 14: Trapezoidal length step experiments (0.5% of ML) performed on single 

muscle fibers from the soleus muscle. A) Ca2+ activated isometric specific tension (F0). 

B) Stretch activated specific tension, FSA. C) Ratio of stretch activated to Ca2+ activated 

specific tension (FSA/F0). Figure from (Woods, Swank, Miller 2021. Unpublished). 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

This study examined the effects of simulated in vitro initial- and secondary-stages 

of muscular fatigue (High Ca2+ Fatigue and Low Ca2+ Fatigue) on FSA compared to Active 

in single mouse skeletal muscle fibers. We tested 89 total fibers from the soleus (n=53) 

and EDL (n=36) muscles from female C57BL/6NJ mice (N=8), aged 12-15 weeks. SDS-

PAGE analysis resulted in the classification of the 89 total fibers into one of six MHC 

isoforms: MHC I (n=14), MHC IIA (n=32), MHC IIAX (n=7), MHC IIX (n=11), MHC 

IIXB (n=6), and MHC IIB (n=19). Due to the small sample size of MHC IIAX and IIXB, 

this thesis will only focus on the results from the four pure MHC isoforms, MHC I, IIA, 

IIX, and IIB. Means and SE for F0, FSA, FSA/F0, and t3 are presented in Table 1 and 

shown graphically, including statistical analysis, in Figures 15, 16, 18, and 19.  
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4.2 Single Fiber Mechanical Measurements 

Calcium-activated specific tension. F0 decreased from Active to High Ca2+ Fatigue 

to Low Ca2+ Fatigue in all four MHC isoforms, except for High Ca2+ Fatigue to Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue in MHC I fibers (Table 1 and Figure 15). On average, when normalized to the 

Active condition, fibers produced 71 ± 1% and 48 ± 5% of their F0 in High Ca2+ Fatigue 

and Low Ca2+ Fatigue. 

 

Figure 15: Calcium-activated specific tension (F0) performed under Active (pCa 4.5; 5 

mM Pi; pH 7.0), High Calcium Fatigue (pCa 4.5; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2) and Low Calcium 

Fatigue (pCa 5.1; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2) in myosin-heavy chain (MHC) I, IIA, IIX, and IIB 

single muscle fibers. Numbers of fibers (n) are indicated at the bottom of each bar graph. 

Significant pairwise differences indicated by *P<0.05 vs. control; **P<0.01 vs. control; 
##P<0.01 vs. High Calcium Fatigue. 

 

 Stretch-activated specific tension. The FSA response under fatiguing conditions, 

unlike F0, was fiber-type dependent (Table 1 and Figure 16). MHC I fibers displayed a 
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SA response under Active conditions, but no measurable FSA was found under either 

fatiguing condition. MHC IIA fibers had a similar SA response in Active and Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue but was higher than Active in High Ca2+ Fatigue. Notably, MHC IIA fibers saw a 

reduction in the number of fibers producing a noticeable FSA from Active (n=32, 100%) 

to High Ca2+ Fatigue (n = 28, 88%) to Low Ca2+ Fatigue (n = 8, 25%). MHC IIX fibers 

showed a similar FSA in Active, High Ca2+ Fatigue, and Low Ca2+ Fatigue. MHC IIB had 

a similar maintenance of FSA in Active and High Ca2+ Fatigue, however FSA decreased in 

Low Ca2+ Fatigue.  

 

Figure 16: Stretch-activated specific tension (FSA) performed under Active (control – 

pCa 4.5; 5 mM Pi; pH 7.0), High Calcium Fatigue (pCa 4.5; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2) and Low 

Calcium Fatigue (pCa 5.1; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2) on myosin-heavy chain (MHC) I, IIA, IIX, 

& IIB single muscle fibers. Numbers of fibers (n) are indicated at the bottom of each bar 

graph. Significant pairwise differences indicated by *P<0.05 vs. control; **P<0.01 vs. 

control; ##P<0.01 vs. High Calcium Fatigue. 
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Stretch-to-Calcium-activated specific tension. To get a better understanding of 

SA’s contribution to specific tension production, FSA was normalized to F0. FSA/F0 

increased from Active to High Ca2+ Fatigue to Low Ca2+ Fatigue in fast-contracting 

fibers, except for MHC IIA fibers where FSA/F0 was similar under fatiguing conditions 

(Figure 17). MHC I fibers only produced FSA under Active conditions, so FSA/F0 could 

be calculated for this condition alone. 

 

Figure 17: Stretch-activated specific tension (FSA) normalized to calcium-activated 

specific tension (F0, FSA/F0) under Active (control – pCa 4.5; 5 mM Pi; pH 7.0), High 

Calcium Fatigue (pCa 4.5; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2) and Low Calcium Fatigue (pCa 5.1; 30 

mM Pi; pH 6.2) on myosin-heavy chain (MHC) I, IIA, IIX, & IIB single muscle fibers. 

Numbers of fibers (n) are indicated at the bottom of each bar graph. Significant pairwise 

differences indicated by *P<0.05 vs. control; **P<0.01 vs. control; #P<0.01 vs. High 

Calcium Fatigue. 

 

Rate of Stretch Activation. r3 decreased from Active to High Ca2+ Fatigue to Low 

Ca2+ Fatigue in MHC IIA fibers. Both MHC IIX and IIB rates were similar between the 
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three conditions. In MHC I fibers, SA was produced under Active conditions, so r3 could 

be calculated for this condition alone. 

Figure 18: Rate of FSA (r3) under Active (control – pCa 4.5; 5 mM Pi; pH 7.0), High 

Calcium Fatigue (pCa 4.5; 30 mM Pi; pH 6.2), and Low Calcium Fatigue (pCa 5.1; 30 

mM Pi; pH 6.2) in MHC I, IIA, IIX, & IIB single muscle fibers. Data has been separated 

by muscle group. Numbers of fibers (n) are indicated at the bottom of each bar graph. 

Significant pairwise differences indicated by *P<0.05 vs. control; **P<0.01 vs. control; 
#P<0.01 vs. High Calcium Fatigue. 

 

Changes in the force response between conditions. The average force trace in 

response to a stretch under each experimental condition for the four MHC isoforms is 

depicted in Figure 19. MHC I fibers in the Active condition showed a clear increase in 

force after stretch, or FSA, while the High Ca2+ and Low Ca2+ Fatigue only showed a 

decay in force over time (Figure 19A). The decay in force for fatiguing conditions was 
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best fit using two exponentials, compared to the three used when FSA was present, 

providing further evidence that MHC I fibers did not have a stretch activation response 

under fatiguing conditions. In general, fast-contracting fibers showed a clear stretch 

activation response for each experimental condition, except for MHC IIA fiber at Low 

Ca2+ Fatigue where the response was very modest (Figure 19B-D). 

 

Figure 19: Average Force (mN) trace following a 0.5% muscle length step under Active 

(solid), High Ca2+ Fatigue (long dash), and Low Ca2+ Fatigue (dotted line) in: A, MHC I 

fibers; B, MHC IIA fibers; C, MHC IIX fibers; D, MHC IIB fibers. Each trace consists of 

Phase 2, Phase 3 (if present), and a truncated Phase 4. For each condition, if stretch 

activation was present FSA indicates the magnitude of the stretch activated response for 

each condition. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

This study aimed to 1) Determine SA's response during simulated conditions of 

the initial, metabolite induced phase of muscular fatigue (30 mM Pi, pH 6.2, labeled 

“High Ca2+ Fatigue”) and 2) compare the contribution of SA to total specific tension 

during the initial vs secondary, Ca2+ induced phase (30 mM Pi, pH 6.2, pCa 5.1, labeled 

“Low Ca2+ Fatigue”) of muscular fatigue in soleus and EDL muscle fibers. Table 2 

summarizes the results of this study. For each MHC isoform SA was observed under 

Active conditions, while only the fast-contracting isoforms exhibited a SA response 

under fatiguing conditions (MHC IIA, IIX, and IIB). Interestingly, within the fast-

contracting isoforms FSA was typically similar between conditions, which is in stark 

contrast to fatigue’s known impact on F0. The contrast is even more apparent when 

looking at FSA/F0, which had a 92 ± 4% and 137 ± 5% greater ratio in High and Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue compared to Active. 
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5.2 Physiological Relevance 

Our data suggests that for fast-contracting muscle fibers when fatigued and 

stretched, the same amount of myosin heads rebind to produce an FSA like that of a 

stretch under Active. This is important because under fatiguing conditions SA is making 

a larger contribution towards specific tension production compared to Active, as 

demonstrated by FSA/F0. SA could play an important physiological role during repeated 

cyclical contractions by reducing the effect of fatigue on force production. As mentioned 

previously, an in-vivo example of such repeated cyclical contractions could be during 

locomotion (i.e., walking, jogging, or running). Figure 20 depicts an individual during 

the swing phase of locomotion. As the right leg is being extended, the quadriceps 

(agonist) are contracting while the hamstrings (antagonist) are experiencing a stretch. 

During leg flexion the hamstrings are now the agonist muscle, applying a stretch to the 

quadriceps. As these muscles undergo repeated contraction-stretch patterns SA may 

become more relevant in the fast-contracting fibers as they begin to fatigue. This is 

especially promising since fast-contracting isoforms have been hypothesized to be more 

prone to fatigue compared to slow-contracting (47).  

 

Figure 20: Model of a human undergoing locomotion. (Figure from Microsoft 

stock images) 
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5.3 Stretch Activation is lost in Slower-Contracting isoforms 

MHC I and IIA fibers showed a strong SA response under Active conditions. 

However, in High Ca2+ Fatigue and Low Ca2+ Fatigue, MHC I fibers displayed no visible 

SA response (Figure 19), and MHC IIA fibers had an increased number of fibers 

showing no response from 20 to 75%, meaning no increase in force production above the 

expected decay in passive force due to stretch. Data that visually showed no SA response 

was well fit with two decaying exponentials, in other words, the third increasing 

exponential that is used to fit a normal stretch activation response wasn’t needed.  

 The loss of SA under fatiguing conditions in slow contracting MHC I and IIA 

fibers only, with no loss in fast- and very fast-contracting MHC IIX and IIB fibers may 

be explained by differences in cross-bridge kinetics. There is evidence demonstrating 

differences in cross-bridge kinetics amongst MHC isoforms, including, but not limited to, 

the rate of myosin transition from weakly to strongly bound states (2πb) (54). Recent 

unpublished work from our lab also demonstrates muscle fatigue can influence 2πb in 

human single muscle fibers (25). Figure 21 shows 2πb decreases from Control (Active, 

14.7 ± 3.0) to Fatigue (High Ca2+ Fatigue, 9.4 ± 1.9) in MHC I and from 47.6 ± 4.9 to 

38.8 ± 5.8 in MHC IIA fibers (please note, these are SD and not SE). Interestingly, while 

no pure MHC IIX isoforms were included, hybrid MHC IIAX fibers seemed to not 

experience as severe of a decline in 2πb under Fatigue as MHC I and IIA, possibly 

suggesting fiber-type differences of the effect of fatigue on cross-bridge kinetics. If we 

continue the general assumption that in response to a stretch Phase 2 is the result of 

myosin heads being ripped off actin while Phase 3 is myosin re-binding, then a slower 

weak-to-strong binding transition rate under fatigue could limit the number of heads able 
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to rebind when stretch. MHC I fibers already have the slowest r3 under Active conditions 

(Figure 18), and this hypothetically would be expected to slow down even further under 

fatigue. MHC IIA fibers r3 does slow down under fatigue, and even reaches similar 

values under Low Ca2+ Fatigue to that of MHC I fibers under Active. And with the 

possibility that faster isoforms may not experience the same level of 2πb drop-off under 

fatigue as slower MHC isoforms, the disappearance of a SA response in MHC I and IIA 

fibers under fatigue may ultimately be due to the myosin heads not being fast enough to 

rebind to actin in response to the stretch stimulus. 

 

Figure 21: 2πb for maximal Ca2+-activated (pCa 4.5) fibers for control, fatigue, and 

fatigue + dATP conditions by fiber type. 2πb is the rate of myosin transition between the 

weakly and strongly bound states. (25)  

 

5.4 Comparison of Aims   

Aim 1: Quantify FSA during the initial, metabolite induced (Pi = 30 mM, pH = 

6.2) stage of muscular fatigue in mouse soleus and EDL skeletal muscle fibers. 
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Hypothesis for Aim 1: FSA will increase during the metabolic induced stage of 

fatigue in soleus (slow contracting) and decrease in EDL (fast contracting) skeletal 

muscle fibers compared to non-fatiguing conditions. 

Analysis of Aim 1: FSA increased from Active to High Ca2+ Fatigue for one 

(MHC IIA) of the two isoforms predominantly found in the soleus muscle. Interestingly, 

FSA was similar between Active and High Ca2+ Fatigue for EDL fibers (MHC IIX & IIB), 

which was in opposition to our hypothesis.  

Aim 2: Quantify FSA during the secondary, Ca2+ induced stage of muscular 

fatigue and compare SA’s potential role in modulating specific tension production 

between initial and secondary phases of muscular fatigue. 

Hypothesis for Aim 2: FSA will decrease in lower [Ca2+] (secondary) fatigue 

conditions compared to the higher [Ca2+] (initial) fatigue conditions for both soleus (slow 

contracting) and EDL (fast contracting) muscle fibers, with soleus fibers’ FSA being 

greater compared to EDL fibers’ FSA in lower [Ca2+] (secondary) fatigue conditions. 

Analysis of Aim 2: FSA significantly decreased from High Ca2+ Fatigue to Low 

Ca2+ Fatigue in one (MHC IIB) of the two EDL fibers only. FSA was similar between the 

two fatiguing conditions for MHC IIA (soleus) & IIX (soleus & EDL), however had a 

non-significant decreasing trend from High Ca2+ Fatigue to Low Ca2+ Fatigue. MHC IIA 

(soleus) and MHC IIX (mostly EDL) FSA was similar between the two under Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue.  

Discussion: The inspiration for the hypothesis for these aims were the findings 

from Straight et al. (76) (Figure 7). While a similar experimental apparatus was used, 
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there are a few key differences between Straight et al. and this study that need to be 

highlighted. First, only one component of muscular fatigue was investigated. As 

mentioned earlier, muscle fatigue is a complex issue that involves more than just the 

accumulation of Pi. At the molecular level, Pi and H+ were shown to have distinct 

mechanisms on reducing myosin’s force generation capability (87). Under acidosis (pH 

6.4) and acidosis + Pi (30 mM) a similar decrease in force generation was observed. 

Acidosis saw force generation decline due to a decrease in the force per cross-bridge as 

well as an increase in negative force generating events (negative force refers to cross-

bridges occurring in the opposite direction). However, when combined with 15 mM Pi 

(pH 6.4 + 15 mM Pi) the decline in force was due to the loss of high force generating 

events only, which the authors hypothesized to be the result of an increase in myosin 

detachment rate. The takeaway is that these two putative agents of muscle fatigue 

influence the cross-bridge cycle differently alone vs. in combination with one another. 

These differences could explain FSA differing response between Straight et al. and our 

study, and we believe this to most likely culprit.  

Other differences between the two studies, while most likely not driving the 

differences, need to be considered. Notably, the solutions used from Straight et al. were 

designed for Drosophila physiology, not mammalian. Table 3 shows the difference in 

[constituents] for each Active solution for the two studies. Besides Pi, solutions differed 

in [ATP], pCa, [CP], [CPK], and ionic strength. ATP is the primary source of energy 

used during muscle contraction; pCa refers to [Ca2+]; CP and CPK are responsible for 

maintaining adequate ATP supply; and ionic strength dictates the electrical field within 

the solution. All these differences could independently influence skeletal muscle 
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function, but importantly for this comparison is the difference in ionic strength. Higher 

ionic strength has been shown to impact muscle function, particularly by decreasing the 

number of force-generating cross-bridges (82). This could explain the difference in F0 

values seen between Straight et al. and this study. While not fully understood, this ionic 

strength difference could also influence the SA response.  

The temperature in which the experiments were conducted differed as well. In 

Straight et al. both F0 and FSA were measured at 17°C, while in this study all experiments 

were conducted in 25°C. We have already gone into detail on how temperature can 

impact the kinetics of SA in Section 2.2.5 Skeletal Muscle.  

Lastly, the samples used from Straight et al. were grouped based off muscle and 

not MHC isoform. Secondary analysis of the samples used from Straight et al. revealed 

five distinct isoforms used in their analysis, as shown in Table 4. The focus we placed on 

the loss of SA under fatiguing conditions was thanks to our relatively large MHC I 

sample size. Straight et al. had significantly less MHC I fibers included in their analysis, 

which may not have put this issue high on their radar. No MHC IIX fibers were collected, 

and most of the fast-contracting isoforms from the EDL muscle consisted of MHC IIB 

fibers. Since our study did not include hybrid isoforms, we cannot comment on what the 

FSA response under fatigue would look like in these fewer common isoforms. 
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Chemical Straight et al. (2019) This Study 

BES 20 mM 20 mM 

EGTA 5 mM 5 mM 

Mg2+ 1 mM  1 mM  

DTT 1 mM 1 mM 

Pi varied 5 mM** 

ATP 20 mM 5 mM** 

CP 25 mM 15 mM** 

CPK 450 units/mL 300 units/mL** 

pCa 5.0 4.5** 

Ionic Strength 260 mEq 175 mEq** 

Table 3: List of constituents for the solutions used in both Straight et al. and this study. 

Differences are highlighted as ‘**’. 

MHC Isoform Straight et al. (2019) Our Study 

I 3 14 

I/IIA 3 0 

IIA 14 32 

IIAX 0 0 

IIX 0 11 

IIXB 4 0 

IIB 12 19 

Table 4: MHC isoform distribution differences between the two studies. For 

Straight et al., all MHC I, I/IIA, and 13 of the 14 MHC IIA fibers were from the soleus 

muscle. For this study, all MHC I & IIA fibers came from soleus muscle. Five out of the 

11 MHC IIX fibers came from the soleus, the rest from EDL. All 19 MHC IIB fibers 

were from the EDL. Analysis conducted by Philip Woods, winter of 2021. 
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5.4 Molecular Mechanism 

 As highlighted in Section 2.3 Proposed Mechanisms of Stretch Activation, 

several ideas on how muscle can generate FSA have been proposed. Currently in the field, 

two prevailing mechanisms have grown in popularity to describe this phenomenon; the 

thin-filament based mechanism for cardiac and IFM and the myosin-based mechanism 

for skeletal muscle. 

 Thin-filament based mechanism. The thin-filament based involves the recruitment 

of “troponin-bridges”, where myosin binds to troponin at sub-maximal [Ca2+] and, in the 

presence of a stretch, mechanically tugs the troponin-tropomyosin complex freeing the 

initially blocked myosin binding sites. While this mechanism could occur in skeletal 

muscle, there are a few issues we must address. First, to our knowledge no one has 

investigated whether troponin-bridges can exist in vertebral muscle. Second, there are 

structural differences between IFM and vertebrate thin filaments. The spacing of troponin 

on the thin filament happens to coincide with the spacing of cross-bridges on the thick 

filament in IFM, which is not the case in vertebrate (10). Also, IFM contain 

predominately two TnC isoforms, TnC1 and TnC4, with TnC4 seeming critical for FSA 

generation (33). Vertebrate muscle, on the other hand, contains sTnC and cTnC isoforms 

for slow- and fast-contracting muscle (32). Lastly, if we assume that troponin-bridges do 

exist in vertebral muscle, then under Low Ca2+ Fatigue more myosin binding sites would 

in theory be blocked on actin, and we would hypothesize that troponin-bridges would 

have a higher probability of occurring. This could then increase the proportion of myosin 

binding sites able to be mechanically tugged free, producing a larger FSA under Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue compared to High Ca2+ Fatigue. Our data, however, does not support such a 
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possibility. There is, however, conflicting evidence suggesting peak FSA occurs either at 

sub-maximal or maximal [Ca2+] in IFM (33), which could alter our assumptions. 

 Myosin-based mechanism. The myosin-based mechanism states that in the 

presence of moderate Pi and a stretch, some of the strongly bound post-power stroke 

cross-bridges rebind with Pi and are forced back into the weakly bound, pre-power stroke 

state. The reversal of weak-to-strong bounding can repeat the cross-bridge cycle without 

having to hydrolyze a new ATP molecule and produce FSA. In theory, the higher the [Pi] 

the greater probability of this reversal, which leads to a greater probability of cross-

bridges rebinding and redoing the power stroke. We believe our data fits more accurately 

within this mechanism. 

 Referring to Figure 9A, we propose from the results of this study that the green 

arrow is occurring under all three conditions (Active, High Ca2+ Fatigue and Low Ca2+ 

Fatigue). Under Active conditions, high amounts of strong-binding events are occurring, 

meaning high levels of myosin-actin interactions that some of which could undergo the 

green arrow when stretched to produce FSA. Under High Ca2+ Fatigue, due to most likely 

elevated Pi and H+, we propose the green arrow to be occurring more frequently. 

However, since these fatiguing agents decrease strong-binding events, the increased 

frequency of FSA is limited to the number of myosin-actin interactions, which could 

explain the similar FSA values under Active and High Ca2+ Fatigue observed in this study. 

The decline in [Ca2+] under Low Ca2+ Fatigue would further reduce strong-binding events 

by increasing tropomyosin blockage. This could, in theory, increase the proportion of 

myosin weak binding, creating an environment of myosin heads close to the thin filament 
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ready to benefit from the stretch stimulus. This proposed mechanistic explanation is fully 

exploratory and requires further investigation.  

5.5 Limitations and Future Directions 

 There are several limitations to this study. First, while the experimental conditions 

are representative of in-vivo fatigue and give insight into whether this phenomenon may 

be physiologically relevant, determining exactly which metabolic condition (Pi, H+, Ca2+) 

is driving these changes (or lack thereof) proves difficult. Future studies should 

investigate Pi alone, H+ alone, and Pi in combination with H+ effect on the SA response 

within mammalian skeletal muscle. Second, the magnitude of stretch was 0.5% ML for 

all conditions. Larger stretches should in theory produce a larger SA response, and under 

fatigue larger stretches may be required to elicit SA for slower-contracting isoforms. This 

phenomenon should also be investigated in other vertebral skeletal muscles, particularly 

in human subjects, as we proposed this could benefit human locomotion. Last, while FSA 

was determined as described in Section 3.4 Analysis of Stretch Activation, the range at 

which SA occurs is selected by the user, which introduces a certain degree of bias. 

Moving forward, researchers investigating SA need to design a more automated approach 

to investigating the phenomenon that controls user bias. One such approach could be the 

use of the changepoint() function in R.  

5.6 Conclusion 

This study provided a novel insight into stretch activation (SA) within 

mammalian skeletal muscle. Simulated muscle fatigue, both at the initial (30 mM Pi, pH 

6.2) and secondary (30 mM Pi, pH 6.2, pCa 5.1) reduced calcium-activated specific 

tension (F0) while having minimal to no change in stretch activated specific tension (FSA) 
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in fast-contracting single muscle fibers. This left the ratio of stretch-to-calcium activated 

specific tension (FSA/F0) high under both fatiguing conditions compared to Active, 

demonstrating SA as significant modulator of specific tension production under fatigue 

conditions. Slow-contracting isoforms demonstrated no SA under fatiguing conditions, 

further exacerbating SA being fiber-type dependent. By understanding SA under fatigue, 

we have now demonstrated a new possible mechanism for reducing the declines in force 

generation for prolonged locomotion. Future work should focus on investigating in what 

type of locomotion, whether walking, jogging, or running, SA could serve most 

beneficial.  
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